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Final review tasks
Link to the additional document requested by the project evaluators: https://tt.eduuni.fi/sites/csc-compleap/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=
{6ACC17A0-EBAB-4AA0-9140-5423AEE89CD4}&file=Addemdum%20D23%20Sustainablity%20plan.docx&action=default

D23 Sustainability plan

Tasks Responsible Status

brief doc max.20 pages addressing decision and policy makers, explain key 
recommendations for using framework arch, data, high-level elements for users, lessons 
learned 1 page NL, and other countries. basic information they need, bringing it together 
form separate documents. 

Clearly addressing decision makers explaining clearly what are the recommendations 
for use of framework/ecosystem
What data is needed
What are the high level elements for use, why
What are the lessons learned form Netherlands  (1 page)

CSC (Anu, Ari): Framework architecture, 
workshops in the other countries, consult 
Minedu, coordination: status meeting in 
Zoom on Monday February 10th

EDUFI (collecting information from wiki and 
deliverables into one page regarding 
implementation for policymakers, linking this 
text onto the compleap.eu-webpage - Topias) 

Uoulu (reviewing - Hanni)

DUO (Vera, Monique): lessons learned in the 
Netherlands: document

Github: all tech specification for developers, open sources code to try out and further 
develop, tech specifications, interphase and code, verify that all is working for external 
developers. Some bits/files  missing, especially how to train the model, data and script for 
training. (testing by other partner). an assigned person for contacting and support

GitHub: need to be sure that technical specifications that are needed by developers who 
are willing to use and refine in different contexts

Techinical specifications need to be included in Github 
How do I train the models, how can I develop further
Assign a person who is able to assist in taking into use
Descriptions basically what in del

Recommendations for developers - how can you make it work?
Find partner in NL/CSC to give it a try

EDUFI (Pauli, Pekka?) 

CSC ? -

German associated partner willing to test?

Gradia: Tarja will ask Innovet if interested to 
test + REDU Jyrki Niskanen (students)

> Digitutors in Redu are willing to test 
GitHub, Contact person Jyrki Niskanen, jyrki.
niskanen@redu.fi

Draft a plan on key step to integrate Compleap to Studyinfo and Europass. Who will engage 
from the consortium.From providing the info to plan on how to implement. Proactive 
contacting and writing key steps towards integration (without such promise). 

What have been the clear steps to integrate into StudyInfo: 
Translate plan so far for Osaamisen kartoitus (Topias)

EDUFI (Topias): integration to Studyinfo

DUO (Vera, Monique: integration to 
Europass: document

https://tt.eduuni.fi/sites/csc-compleap/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc={6ACC17A0-EBAB-4AA0-9140-5423AEE89CD4}&file=Addemdum%20D23%20Sustainablity%20plan.docx&action=default
https://tt.eduuni.fi/sites/csc-compleap/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc={6ACC17A0-EBAB-4AA0-9140-5423AEE89CD4}&file=Addemdum%20D23%20Sustainablity%20plan.docx&action=default
https://tt.eduuni.fi/sites/csc-compleap/Shared%20Documents/Final%20reporting%20%2B%20review/Lessons%20Learned%20-draft%20version%200.1.docx?d=wac192cd5a40a4d259c689925f3cd78b6
https://tt.eduuni.fi/sites/csc-compleap/Shared%20Documents/Final%20reporting%20%2B%20review/Lessons%20Learned%20-draft%20version%200.1.docx?d=wac192cd5a40a4d259c689925f3cd78b6
https://tt.eduuni.fi/sites/csc-compleap/Shared%20Documents/Final%20reporting%20%2B%20review/Steps%20to%20integrate%20CompLeap%20in%20Europass%20-%20draft%20version%200.1.docx?d=we2cc147a219049bdbe13b557a86ec568
https://tt.eduuni.fi/sites/csc-compleap/Shared%20Documents/Final%20reporting%20%2B%20review/Steps%20to%20integrate%20CompLeap%20in%20Europass%20-%20draft%20version%200.1.docx?d=we2cc147a219049bdbe13b557a86ec568
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